
 
 
Members of the State of Alaska Finance Committee, 
 
I am member of the Oil & Gas industry here in the State of Alaska and 100% 
support the passage of House Bill 110 - Lowering of the Production Tax on Oil & 
Gas.   
 
For the past four years in a row my company has constructed the largest pipeline projects on the North 
Slope each winter.  This winter we don’t even have a project (BP’s largest project this winter is 4,200’ of 
replacement 24” pipeline).  Our staff people are barely being kept busy and our craft personnel are out of 
work and collecting unemployment.  The lack of exploration and development is a clear result of the 
producers pushing back on the current high taxes on Oil & Gas production.  These projects have 
employed up to 350 people per season and added hundreds of thousands of dollars to the State’s 
economy.  By failing to lower the production tax you will only reinforce the trend of Alaska Contractors 
AND workers heading to the Bakken Shale in North Dakota, as many already have.  It will be you that 
contribute to North Dakota’s oil production surpassing that of Alaska in as little as two years.  It is no 
secret that the Alaska Pipeline will begin to incur hydraulic-related problems in a very short time.  This can 
be prevented by providing additional throughput, but the additional throughput requires a long lead time.  
The producers need incentives to continue to operate in Alaska.  Lowering the production tax on oil and 
gas will make the overall investment climate more attractive.   
 
Improving the tax environment will result in additional production which will offset the overall decline in 
production as the oilfields age.  This will continue to provide throughput for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline 
which the state derives 85% of its revenue from (including your salaries).  In business there is an 
equation called risk / reward.  Nowhere in the world is oil and gas more expensive to produce than in 
Alaska – all taxes aside.  The remoteness, cold, darkness, lack of infrastructure, cost of insulated pipe 
and low-temperature steel, labor, logistics, personnel transportation, equipment maintenance, freight, 
drilling, regulatory environment, pipeline tariffs – the list goes on and on.  Add to those challenges one of 
the highest production taxes in the world and you have the perfect environment for removing the reward 
from one side of the risk / reward equation.  In mathematics all you have to do is take one variable in an 
equation to infinity to see the effects.  In this case removing the reward increases the cost and therefore 
the risk and makes Alaska an unattractive place to do business.  Why incur the added cost to explore and 
produce here when it’s cheaper elsewhere?  It’s simple economics and all you have to do is consider the 
risk / reward equation. 
 
As one of your constituents I urge you to act now and pass House Bill 110.  Act 
now for the benefit of ALL Alaskans!!   
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